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FIAP (Asian) and FIP (World) Stamp Exhibition Calendar (2021 - 2024)

     Exhibition Place Dates FIP / FIAP National 
Commissioner

2021 

BANGABANDHU 2021 
(With Traditional, Postal History, Postal Stationery, 
Aero-philately, Thematic, Youth, Open Phil., Modern Phil. 
(1980 to date), One Frame  and Phil. Literature Classes 
only) 

Virtual 10 to 30 December, 
2021 

Awards Equivalent to 
National 

Mr. Umesh  
Kakkeri 

2022 

EMIRATES 2022  
Traditional, Postal History, Revenue, Thematic, Open, 
One Frame, Picture Post Card and Philatelic Literature 
(Paper) only 

UAE Pavilion 
EXPO 2020 

Dubai 
19-23 January 2022 

World Stamp Exhibition 
(Non accredited) – 
Awards treated as 

National 

Mr. Ajay  
Kumar Mittal 

LONDON 2022 
(With FIP Championship Class, Trad., P.H., 
Aero-philately, Postal Stationery, Revenue, Youth, 
Thematic, Open Phil. and Phil. Lit.) 

London, U.K. 

19 - 26 Feb. 2022  
(In two Parts: 19-22 

&  
23-26 Feb. 2022) 

FIP Specialized World 
Stamp Exhibition  

Mr. Surendra  
Kotadia 

HONG KONG 2022 Hong Kong 22-Mar FIP General World  
Stamp Exhibition   

HUNFILEX 2022 
(With WSC, Traditional, Postal History, Revenue, 
Thematic, Open, One Frame (Trad., P. H. and Thematic 
only) and Phil. Lit. only) 

Budapest, 
Hungary 31 Mar. - 3 Apr. 22 

FIP Specialized World 
Stamp Championship 

Exhibition (WSC) 

Mr. Ajay Kumar  
Mittal 

TAIPEI 2022 
(With FIAP Championship, Traditional, P. H. Postal Stat., 
Aero-philately, Astro-philately, Thematic, Maximaphily, 
Revenue, Youth, Modern Phil. (1980 to date), One Frame, 
Phil. Lit. and Picture Postcards) 

Taipei, 
Chinese Taipei 

06 - 10 May 
2022 

FIAP Asian International 
Stamp Exhibition 

Mr. Rajan  
Jaykar 

HELVETIA 2022 
(With WSC, Traditional, Postal History, Aero- Philately, 
Postal Stationery, Thematic, One Frame (TR, PH, PS, AE 
& TH) and Philatelic Literature only) 

Lugano, 
Switzerland 

18 -22 May 
2022 

FIP Specialised World 
Stamp Championship 

Exhibition (WSC) 

Mr. Anil  
Suri 

CAPEX 2022 
International One Frame Stamp Championship Exhibition, 
Traditional, P. H. Postal Stat., Aero-philately, 
Astro-philately, Thematic, Maximaphily, Revenue, Youth, 
Modern Phil., Phil. Lit. and Picture Postcards 

Toronto,  
Canada 

09 - 12, June, 
2022 

Specialised Continental 
Single Frame Exhibition. 

Awards will be 
considered  

as Continental 

Mr. Angeet  
Suri 

INDONESIA 2022 
(With WSC, Traditional, P. History, Thematic, 
Aero-philately, Postal Stat., Revenue, Youth, Open Phil., 
Modern Phil. (1980 to date), One Frame, Phil. Lit. and 
Pict. Postcards only)  

Jakarta, 
Indonesia 

04 - 09 Aug.  
2022 

FIP Specialized World 
Stamp Exhibition (WSC) 

Prof. Sahadeva  
Sahoo 

MELBOURNE 2022   Melbourne, 
Australia 

08 - 11 Sep.  
2022 

FIAP Asian International 
Stamp Exhibition   

QATAR 2022 Doha,  
Qatar 

October  
2022 

FIP General World  
Stamp Exhibition   

CAPE TOWN 2022 
(With FIP Championship Class, Trad., P. H., Aero-phil., 
Postal Stat., Revenue, Thematic, Open Phil., Modern Phil. 
(past 20 years) One Frame, Phil. Literature and Picture 
Postcards)  

Cape Town, 
South Africa 

08 - 12 Nov.  
2022 

FIP Specialized World 
Stamp Exhibition 

Mr. Shakil  
Ahmed 

2023 

NEW ZEALAND 2023 Auckland, 
New Zealand 

16 - 19 Mar.  
2023 

FIAP Asian International 
Stamp Exhibition   

IBRA 2023 
(With FIP Championship Class, Traditional, P. H., 
Aero-phil., Astro-phil., Postal Stat., Revenue, Thematic, 
Maximaphily, Youth, Open Phil., Modern Phil. (1980 to 
date), One Frame, Phil. Lit. and Pict. Postcards) 

Essen, 
Germany 

25 - 28 May  
2023 

FIP World 
Stamp Exhibition 

Mr. Madhukar  
Jhingan 

2024 

PHILAKOREA 2024 South Korea 2024 FIP Specialized World 
Stamp Exhibition   
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When a pandemic is real the physical becomes the virtual. No other 
hobby suffers as much as philately does when expositions become 
digital, because morphed copies of rare philatelic material can be 
shown as real. Quite a number of members of the jury do not have any 
proper training to differentiate a morphed one from the real. Perhaps 
sensing that the FIP has added to the rules for the awards a provision 
that the highest award level in a digital exhibition would be the Large 
Vermeil medal. Obviously all higher medals if awarded in any virtual 
exhibition would be treated as no more than a Large Vermeil in any 
subsequent physical exhibition.

Now that almost two years have passed under the Covid-19 pandemic 
there is a forecast that Covid-19 may become endemic, i.e., the world 
may be living with Corona Virus and its variants. So long as a variant’s 
transmissibility remains unpredictable, any Federation would think 
twice before undertaking any Continental or International Stamp 
Exhibition. All this makes the year 2021 a year of uncertainty.

The PCI has not sat idle during 2021 so far. The immediate past event 
on PCI awards raises hope that its members get imbued with a new 
passion for the hobby of philately. Some of our members may be 
nursing a sense of dejection because they have not been recipient of 
any suitable award and other members who have not found their 
names in the list of recipients may be angry with the PCI. It is hoped 
that philately being a hobby of fraternity and universal coexistence 
none of our members should grudge in the matter because they can 
always hope to see their names in a future award list, for which of 
course they have to work hard with, and in, the PCI wholeheartedly.

I would urge on our members to find out ways of holding next election 
for the Governing Council of the PCI in the hope that pandemic 
situation would ease out soon.

- Sahadeva Sahoo
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Secretary General’s Report

1. As the year 2021 progressed we are still amidst the ripples of the pandemic. However, there is 
a remarkable change in the way people are functioning. Many activities have converted to Virtual and 
Online platform and people are gradually adopting the same. Of course, the uncertainty is prevailing 
and travel by senior citizens is restricted. Functions and events have been shifted to Virtual mode, to 
keep the ball rolling.

2. We, at PCI, were also in a dilemma when we had announced to hold the PCI Award 2021 
function in both virtual and physical modes. We had to convert it to a virtual function, as most 
awardees/members conveyed their inability to travel during this period. Of course, the Government’s 
restrictions on physical meetings were still effective.

3. Physical exhibitions may be possible by the second quarter of 2022, though it is very difficult to 
predict. As a confirmation of a physical venue presupposes financial commitment to book the 
venue/space, such decisions are being subject to abundant caution. We are afraid of consequences 
as embodied in the cancellation policy and are very seriously reading the implications, if for any reason 
the event needs to be rescheduled.

4. For international events, the issue clearly depends upon the geography and location of the 
event as well as on the prevailing pandemic restrictions. For international venues the dynamics of air 
travel between countries plays an important role. While we were optimistic about normalcy returning 
soon, Omicron, a new SARS-Cov-2 variant, has appeared in November and further shaken the air 
travel. Let us hope things may look bright in 2022. We welcome any good news to follow and accept.

5. News about partial opening of schools, colleges and educational institutions in various states  
for physical classes have been pouring in from different parts of the country, which is a good news to 
restart physical philatelic and related activities.

6. The PCI Awards 2021 has been a very successful initiative in this direction. It has received 
appreciation from various quarters, especially recognition of efforts of persons who are far away. New 
programmes are in the offing for the promotion of philately and will be soon announced.

7. Efforts are being made to assess the situation and work on holding the AGM and elections, once 
the pandemic situation improves and definitive picture comes out about the same.

Please stay safe, stay healthy and take care.
Greetings for the festive Season.

Rajesh Kumar Bagri 
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‘The Significance of Number ‘74½’
in the Addresses on Indian Letters’

- by Ajeet Singhee
The custom of adding Devanagari Number ‘७४॥’ 
(Number ‘74½’) often at the beginning of address on 
the letters addressed in Devanagari or other native 
languages was prevalent in several parts of Northern 
India during the 19th and early 20th century. The 
fraction ‘½’ was written in the merchant notation by 
placing two vertical lines (॥) after the Devanagari 
Numerals. The Queen Victoria to King George V era 
(c. 1875 to 1940 AD) envelopes, with the recipient’s 
address printed in Hindi and/or English of several 
business houses, also include printed Devanagari 
Number ‘७४॥’ at the beginning of the address (Fig. 1 
& 2). Such printed or handwritten Devanagari Number 
‘७४॥’ (Number ‘74½’), included at the beginning of 
the addresses on the illustrated items, have been 
encased in a blue rectangle for easier identification.

While trying to understand the significance of the 
mystic number ’74½’ and the genesis of this atypical 
practice, it became apparent that it correlates to the 

secrecy and confidentiality of the letters and a belief 
that any unauthorised person who opens and reads 
such letter will get afflicted by a divine curse. Three 
different historic incidents occurring between 14th and 
17th Centuries, spreading over a span of 400 years, 
with differing versions and some incredible legends 
have been attributed to the origin of this practice. The 
traditionally established and chronicled incidents with 
their adaptions relating to this practice are chronicled 
below.

1. The first seizure of Chittorgarh (1303 AD) -

The Delhi Sultan Alauddin Khilji attacked Chittorgarh, 
till then considered impregnable, with a large army 
and laid a siege for about eight months, thereby 
ensuring depletion of the resources within the fort. 
Once the fall of Chittor became imminent, Rana of 
Chittor Rawal Ratan Singh ordered the gates of the 
fort to be thrown open and descended to the battle 
field in plains with his clan, where he and every man 
with him, hurled himself against the foe and slew until 
they were themselves slain. Rani Padmini, the Queen 
of Mewar along with several thousand women 
performed the ‘Jauhar’ (mass self-immolation) and 
perished. According to the courtier Amir Khusro, the 
Sultan after his conquest ordered a massacre of 
30,000 local Hindus cut down like dry grass. The 
Sultan later entrusted the Chittorgarh to the Sonigara 
Chief Maldeo as governor in 1311. Rana Hammir 
Singh, progenitor of the Sisodia dynasty, took its 
control in 1326 and it soon regained the past glory.

Some historians doubt the existence of Rani Padmini, 
as nothing is written about her in the contemporary 
annals and believe that she was only a symbolic 
fictitious character of the epic poem ‘Padmavat’ 
written by the Sufi Poet Malik Muhammad Jayasi in 
1540, who described her as a Sri Lankan (Ceylonese) 
princess. Others consider her to be an Indian Rajput 
princess. However, she is highly adored with 
reverence in Sri Lanka with Sinhala adaptions of the 
story. The Sri Lankan dramatist John de Silva wrote a 
stage play ‘Padmini’ in 1910 and Charles Dias 
produced a play ‘Padmavati’, which included the 
famous old Sinhalese song ‘Dakkoth Padmavati’ by 
an unknown lyricist. The song was later reproduced in 
the landmark Sinhala movie ‘Sath Samudura’ directed 

Fig. 1. QV ½a blue envelope (c. 1880), with the recipient’s
printed address, beginning with the Devanagari Number ‘74½’.

Fig. 2. KGV ½a green envelope, with the recipient’s printed address, 
beginning with the Devanagari No. ‘74½’,

sent from Calcutta (21 Aug.1917) to Gauhati.
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by Professor Siri Gunasinghe in 1967.

The great spiritual leader and social reformer Swami 
Vivekananda ascribed the practice of writing the 
number ‘74½’ on the letters to the above incidence of 
an exemplary sacrifice. The relevant extracts from his 
lecture on ‘The Women of India’ during the 
Heartfulness International Convention at Cambridge, 
MA, USA on 17 December 1894 are reproduced 
below:

“When the Mohammedan empire was being 
established in northern India, the Queen of Chitore 
[Râni Padmini] was famed for her beauty. And the 
report of her beauty reached the sultan, and he wrote 
a letter for the queen to be sent to his harem. The 
result was a terrible war between the King of Chitore 
and the sultan. The Mohammedans invaded Chitore. 
And when the Rajputs found they could not defend 
themselves any more, the men all took sword in hand 
and killed and were killed, and the women perished in 
the flames.”  

“After the men had all perished, the conqueror 
entered the city. There in the street was rising a 
horrible flame. He saw circles of women going around 
it, led by the queen herself. When he approached 
near and asked the queen to refrain from jumping into 
the flames, she said, "This is how the Rajput woman 
treats you", and threw herself into the fire.”

“It is said that 74,500 women perished in the flames 
that day to save their honour from the hands of the 
Mohammedans. Even today when we write a letter, 
after sealing it we write "74½" upon it, meaning that if 
one dares to open this letter, that sin of killing 74,500 
women will be upon his head.”

2. The third seizure of Chittorgarh (1567-1568 AD) -

It may be mentioned that the second short lived 
seizure of Chittogarh by Sultan Bahadur Shah of 
Gujarat took place in 1535, but it was soon regained 
by the Rajput Kings.

Rana Udai Singh (the son of Rana Sanga and father 
of Maharana Pratap), ascended the throne of Chittor 
in 1541. Emperor Akbar advanced with a large army 
in 1567 to establish the Mughal supremacy and put 
the Chittorgarh under siege. Rana Udai Singh shifted 
to Gogunda, leaving the fort under the command of 
valiant Jaimal and Patta with 8,000 soldiers and 1,000 
musketeers. But, even after 4 months of blockade, 
there was no sign of surrender and the Mughal army 
continued to suffer large scale casualties due to 
occasional assaults by Rajput Warriors. The Mughals 
finally succeeded in breaching the walls of the fort at 
several locations and launched a coordinated assault. 
In the ensuing battle, over 8,000 Rajput warriors were 
killed in the war, besides several thousand women 
committed ‘Jauhar’. The next morning, when 
victorious Akbar entered the fort, he had to face 
considerable hardship in occupying the fort with 
nearly 40,000 inhabitants, who had to face his wrath 
and were ordered to be massacred, resulting in the 
death of over 30,000 civilians.

(a) The book, ‘Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan’, 
Vol. 1 by Lieut.-Col. James Tod [Political Agent to the 
Western Rajpoot States (1818 - 1822) and an Oriental 
Scholar], originally published in 1829, the George 
Routledge & Sons, London edition (1914), records on 
page 261-263, as under.

“They maintained a protracted defence, but had no 
thoughts of surrender, when a ball struck Jeimul, who 
took the lead on the fall of the kin of Mewar. He saw 
there was no ultimate hope of salvation, the northern 

defences being entirely destroyed, 
and he resolved to signalise the 
end of his career. The fatal Johur 
was commanded, while eight 
thousand Rajpoots ate the last 
‘beera’ together, and put on the 
saffron robes; the gates were 
thrown open, the work of 
destruction commenced. Akbar 
entered Cheetore, when thirty 
thousand of its inhabitants became 
victim to the ambitious thirst of 
conquest of this ‘guardian of 
mankind’. All the heads of clans, 
both home and foreign fell andFig. 3. Letter with Pre-stamp mark ‘DELHIE /RECEIVING HOUSE / Paid’ (c.1840).

The address includes the Devnagari No.‘74½’.
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“1 - The man is of four seers, the maund is forty, or 
seventy-five pounds. Dow, calculating all the captured 
wealth of India by the latter, has rendered many facts 
improbable.”

“2 - ‘Cheetore marya ra pap’: ‘ra’ is the sign of genitive, 
in the Doric tongue of Mewar, the ‘ca’ of the refined.”

Col. Tod compared the battle of Chittor with the battle 
of Cannae, a major battle of Second Punic War that 
took place in 216 BC in Apulia in Southeast Italy. The 
Carthage decisively defeated the large army of the 
Roman Republic. It is regarded as both one of the 
greatest tactical feats in military history and the worst 
defeat in the Roman annals. His above description 
“cordons (zinar) of distinction taken from the neck of 
the Rajpoots” signifies the ‘Janeu’ or ‘Yagyopavit’ (the 
sacred thread put on by the Hindus).

He mentions the weight of cordons of distinction as 
“seventy-four mans and a half 1” and further in a 
foot-note indicates “man is of four seers, the maund is 
forty, or seventy-five pounds”. According to the stated 
weight standards (1 man = 4 seers and 1 maund = 40 
seers = 75 pounds), 1 man = 7.5 pounds and thus the 
weight of 74½ mans of cords would work out = 74.5 x 
7.5 pounds = 558.75 pounds = 253.44 Kg.

Fig. 4. KGV ½a envelope registered used from Morena,
Gwalior State (01 Oct.1915) to Sujangarh. 

The address includes the Devanagari No. ‘74½’.

seven hundred of the immediate kin of the prince 
sealed their duty to their country with their lives. The 
nine queens, five princesses (their daughters), with 
two infant sons, and the families of all the chieftains 
perished in the flames or in the assault of this 
ever-memorable day.” 

“When the Carthaginian gained the battle of Cannae, 
he measured his success by the bushels of rings 
taken from the fingers of the equestrian Romans who 
fell in the memorable field. Akbar estimated this, by the 
quantity of cordons (zinar) of distinction taken from the neck 
of the Rajpoots, and seventy-four mans and a half 1 are the 
recorded amount. To eternise the memory of this disaster, 
the numerals ‘74½’ are tilac, or accursed. Marked on the 
banker’s letters in Rajasthan it is the strongest of seals, for 
‘the sin of the slaughter of Cheetore’2 is thereby invoked on 
all who violate a letter under the safeguard of this mysterious 
number. He would be a fastidious critic who stopped to 
calculate the weight of these cordons of the Rajpoot 
cavaliers, probably as much over-rated as the 
trophies of the Roman rings, which are stated at three 
and a half bushels. It is for the moral impressions that 
history designs to note each such anecdotes, in 
themselves of trivial import. So long as ‘74½’ shall remain 
recorded, some good will result from the calamity, and may 
survive when event which caused it is buried in oblivion.”

Fig. 5. QV ½a envelope registered used from Ry. Station  Patiala,
Patiala State (01 Oct.1893) to Lunmiani.

The address includes the Devanagari No. ‘74½’.
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Whereas, on adoption of the 19/20th Century weight 
standards, when the ‘man’ and ‘maund’ were deemed 
as same, 1 man (maund) = 40 seers = 37.32 Kgs, the 
weight of 74½ mans of cords would work out = 74.5 x 
37.32 Kg = 2,780.34 Kg.

(b) The book, ‘Linguistic Survey of India’, Vol. VI, 
Indo-Aryan Family - Mediate Group - Specimens of 
the Eastern Hindi Languages’ (1904), compiled and 
edited by Dr. G. A. Garierson, records a fanciful 
version of this popular anecdote prevalent in Oudh 
region in the Awadhi dialect of Faizabad along with its 
English translation, which is reproduced below.

“Now I am going to tell you a story, and every one 
must pay attention with all his ears. Once on a day the 
Emperor Akbar went out hunting with Birbal, Faizi, 
and all the rest of his retinue. They found nothing to 

chase as it was a hot month of Jeth, they rested under 
the shade of a large banyan tree. As they rested 
there, the Emperor commanded Faizi to sing 
something and he sung so sweetly that all the wild 
beasts of the forests - the deer, the hares, the jackals 
and so forth came to listen, and stood before him, with 
their eyes closed in ecstasy and utterly devoid of 
consciousness. One deer stood with its face close up 
to Faizi, and he took off his rosary and threw it round 
her neck. The action broke the charm, and the 
animals each took their own way to the forest.”

“When Akbar sat next day in court, Faizi was absent 
owing to a severe attack of fever, but Birbal said, ‘Your 
Majesty, Faizi has become inflated with pride, and 
thinks no one can sing like him. Hence he has not 
come to court, and will not come again.’ Said the 
Emperor, ‘but is there no other singer?’ Replied Birbal, 
‘if Your Majesty gives order I can fetch Birju Baura’. 
‘Let him be summoned’. So Birbal fetched Birju Baura, 
and he began to sing. Then all the beasts of the 
forests came into the court, when they heard his song, 
and began to listen as before. Amongst them stood 
the deer on whose neck Faizi had thrown his rosary 
and Birbal took it off her neck, and cast it before him. 
But Birju said, ‘why are you praising me?’ Tan-sen can 
sing better than even I’. So the Emperor summoned 
Tan-sen and he began to sing the Melody of 
Illumination1. He sang with such fire that all the lamps 
in the room lit themselves, and he himself burst into 
flames and fell down dead. He had, however, warned 
them beforehand that should he die, they should lay 
his corpse secretly in the moat of the fort of Chittaur, 
and set men to guard it to prevent its being devoured 
by wild beasts. Then, when Queen Kamla of Chittaur 
should lustrate2 her husband with lamps on the fifth of 
the month of Sawan, and sing the Melody of Mallar3, 
he would come to life.”

“The Emperor carried out these instructions, and, 
when the Queen began to sing, Tan-sen came to life, 
and clapped his hands in time to the music. When she 
heard him beating time, she knew that Tan-sen had 
heard her singing. In the meantime he rose up, and 
fled to the Emperor, who declared that he must hear 
Queen Kamla sing. He marched forth and attacked 
Chittaur, and such a terrible battle ensued that of the 
brahmanical threads of Brahmans and Kshattriyas 
alone, they collected seventy-four and half maunds4. 
This very number 74½, people still write at the head of 
a letter to prevent anybody opening it.”

“When the Raja of Chittaur fell in the battle, and his 
army was defeated, the Emperor took Queen Kamla 
prisoner, and had her carried in a litter to his own city. 

Fig. 6. Indore State Pre-stamp cover sent from Ujjain to
Indore. The address includes the Devanagari No. ‘74½’.

Fig. 7. Cover with Kashmir State stamp SG 1,
sent from Srinagar to Jammu (c. 1866), with No. ‘74½’.
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There he gave the order, that her  song would be 
heard on the following morning in full court. Next 
morning she appeared, and taking her lute, raised her 
voice to the Melody of Prosperity5. As she did so, her 
soul burst its way through her skull, and went to 
heaven, while all her audiences remained seated 
where they were, with mouths open in astonishment.”

“1 The Dipak or Illuminator, is the name of a rag, or 
melody, which is sung at eventide. It is believed that if 
it is properly sung, the  lamps in the room will light 
themselves. Here, not only was the  song followed by 
its proper effect, but Tan-sen himself took fire, and 
was burnt to death.”

“2 The Arti is a ceremony of waving in a circle before 
the image of a god, a platter containing a five-wicked 
burning lamp, flour and incense. Women also do 
homage to their husbands in same way. So also the 
ceremony is performed before a bridegroom, on his 
arrival at the house of the bride. Tan-sen died in the 
month of Jeth, which is in the height of the hot season. 

Sawan is two months later, in the middle of the rainy 
season. The fifth of Sawan is the date of festival of the 
Nagas, or snake-gods. On this festival, which is 
women’s one, wives perform arti before their 
husbands and sing at the same time.” (The referred 
festival is popularly known as Nag Panchami)

“3 The mallar is one of the six principle rags, or modes 
in Hindu music. It is sung in the rainy season, and is 
said to be very plaintive.”

“4 The account of Akbar’s siege of Chittaur will be 
found in Chapter X of the Annals of Mewar in Tod’s 
Rajasthan. To eternize the memory of this disaster, 
the numerals 74½ are tilak or accursed. Marked on 
the banker’s letter in Rajasthan, it is the strongest of 
seals, for the “sin of the slaughter of Chittaur” is 
thereby involved on all who violate a letter under 
safeguard of this mysterious number.”

“5 The Sri-rag, or Melody of Prosperity, is another of 
the six principle rags, or mode, in Hindu music.”

Fig. 8. A Cover with Jaipur State 2as stamp, sent from Lawan to Jaipur (1 Apr. 1915), with monogram of
Raja Hanwant Ram Banka Bahadur, Lawan Estate, Jaipur. The address with very conspicuous Devanagari No.‘74½’.

Fig. 9. Cover with Jaipur State ½a stamp SG 3a, cancelled with Numerical Cancellation ‘35/Na’ (Nasrida)
sent from Nasrida to Jaipur (30 Jan. 1905). The address includes Devanagari No. ‘74½’.
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(c) The book, ‘The Stamps of Jammu & Kashmir’ by 
Dr. Frits Stall (1983), records as follows.

“Such markings deserve a proper study which should 
take into account not just Jammu and Kashmir, but 
most of the princely states, especially in northern 
India. Envelopes even more than single stamps are 
often marked with scribbles, lines, dots or other 
symbols that are supposed to prevent them from 
being taken away or opened by unauthorised 
outsiders. A similar practice was adopted by Hindus in 
Jammu and Kashmir, Indore, Jaipur, and so on is to 
write: ‘॥७४॥’ (74) at the beginning of the address to 
ensure safe delivery of the letter.” He further narrates 
an abridged version of the above story from the book, 
‘Linguistic Survey of India’.

3. Forced conversion by Emperor Aurangzeb 
(1658-1707 AD) -

An article ‘A Hindu addressing system which begins 
with a Curse’ by E. G. Oehme, published in the India 
Post No. 87 (Jan-Mar. 1986 issue), records as under.

“In connection with the manuscript characters and 
printed ones, as arrowed on the postal articles 
illustrated above, our Delhi member, Sita Ram Gupta, 
has this story to tell:” 

“During Muslim reign, King Aurungzeb seized the 
Sacred Threads (Yanav) of Hindus, weighing 74.5 
Maunds, for converting their Religion (Dharam) to 
Muslim. Senders of postal articles such as those 
illustrated, used at the beginning of the address the 
arrowed phrase, which means - ‘If any person, other 
than the addressee, reads the letter, he will carry as 
much sin as King Aurengzeb carried in seizing 74.5 
Maunds of the Sacred Thread of Hindus’.”(The 
referred illustrations are not included here.)  
 

The Devanagari Number ‘74½’ added at the 
beginning of the address is come across on the 
letters, including post cards, registered and insured 
letters, sent from most parts of the Northern India (Fig. 
1 & 3), including the Convention States (Fig. 4 & 5), 
Indore State (Fig. 6), Jammu and Kashmir State (Fig. 
7), Rajasthan (Fig. 8 & 9) and Central Indian States 
(Fig. 10), Hyderabad State (Fig. 11), Poonch State 
(Fig.12), United Province, Bengal (Fig. 2) and Assam. 
It has also been found written on letters sent from 
Burma (Fig. 13), Nepal (Fig. 14) and Sikkim (Fig.15).

Fig. 10. Dhar State Post Card, used from Badnawar (06.09.1898) to 
Nagda. The address includes the Devanagari No. ‘74½’.

Fig. 11. Hyderadad State Post Card used from Karimnagar on 11 Aban 
1316F (17 Sep. 1907) to Hyderabad,

The address includes the Devanagari No. ‘74½’.

Fig. 12. QV ½a envelope, used in combination with Poonch State 
stamp, sent to P. Dadankhan via Kahuta (11 Jan.1887).

The address includes Dev. No. ‘74½’.

Fig. 13. KGV ½a envelope, sent from Akyab, Burma (20 Nov. 1920)
to Sikar. The address includes Dev. No. ‘74½’.
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It is now difficult to establish precisely which of the 
above cited three incidents prompted this custom. In 
spite of it being attributed with supernatural (mystic) 
beliefs, the real purpose must have been to eternise, 
make aware and persistently remind the people and 
future generations about the exemplary sacrifices of 
our valiant ancestors for preserving their dignity and 
sovereignty against foreign invaders. The inclusion of 
the Devanagari number every time at the beginning of 
an address was a very simple, easy, cost-free and 
ingenious practice, but still a most effective and 
perpetual reminder.

Similarly, some business houses in Northern India 
also followed the practice of first writing the 
Devanagari Number ‘७४॥’, before inducting the 
traditional new account books (‘bahi khata’) at the 
advent of every new financial year, as a protection to 
safeguard the confidentiality and secrecy of the 
documents.

Nepal - 
A similar, but slightly varying practice was also 
prevalent in Nepal. The Devanagari Numeral ‘७४’ 
(Number 74) was usually written on the back of the 
envelope or back flap or applied as a seal tying the 
back flap (Fig. 16 & 17). The book, ‘The Native 
Postmarks of Nepal’ by Wolfgang Hellrigl & Colin 
Hepper (1978) records, as under.

“In the centre we have the large Devanagari Numerals 
॥ 74॥ reminding any unauthorised opener of the letter 
that to break this ‘seal’ would be a grave sin equal to 
the slaughter of 74 sacred cows!”

I am very thankful to Mr. Devender Jain (Hyderabad) 
for his invaluable suggestions.

Fig. 14. KE ¼a Post Card sent from Kathmandu, Nepal (15 Jun. 1909). 
The address with Devanagari No.‘74½’.

Fig. 15. KE ¼a Post Card sent from Pakyong / Sikkim (11 Jul.1908),
via Gangtok. The address includes Devanagari No. ‘74½’.

Fig. 16. KE ½a envelope, sent from Kathmandu,
NEPAL (03 Aug.1910) to Calcutta, with a very conspicuously

written Devanagari No. ‘74’ on the back flap.
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Fig. 17. Registered cover sent from Gyantse, Tibet (06 Jul. 1923)
to Kathmandu, Nepal, with the Devanagari No. ‘74’,

written on the back flap.
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Mr. Cothundarama Naidu, a resident of Madras, 
professed himself to be the ‘Emperor of the World’ 
and for proclaiming his sovereignty he prepared his 
own half anna denomination postage stamp (Fig. 1) in 
1892. 

Its design was a close imitation of the imprinted stamp 
on the then current Indian Queen Victoria ¼ anna 
Post Card (Fig. 2), with his own-profile replacing the 
royal portrait. It was inscribed ‘WORLD EMPER’ (sic) 
and the ornate designs in the top left and right corners 
of the post card stamp were replaced respectively by 
a ‘Chakra’ and a ‘Conch’. A small tiny Capital Letter 
‘C’, ‘G’, ‘C’, ‘O’, ‘N’ and ‘N’ (probably initials of Mr. C. 
G. Cothundarama Oom Namo Narayanya) was 
placed in each of the six small triangular nicks, two 
each in the left, top and right frames of the stamp, 
commencing from the bottom nick in the left frame 
and moving in the clock-wise direction. It was hand 
printed with an engraved Copper Die with design 
measuring 19½ x 22 mm in deep brown colour on 
medium white paper and was imperforate.  

He used these stamps on letters addressed to H. E. 
the Governor and other high dignitaries. Most of his 
stamps were not recognised by the Post Office and 
his letters were marked one anna postage due. He 
could hardly use about 30 to 40 of these stamps, 
before being detected and prosecuted for 
counterfeiting Government postage stamps.

During his trial, when produced before Mr. J. M. 
Maskell, a Magistrate of Madras, he frankly admitted 
that he had himself manufactured the Die and 
produced these stamps. But, his defence was that for 
doing so, he had a power-of-attorney from the higher 
authorities and the stamps were required for his office 
use. He also produced an alleged power-of-attorney, 
which was addressed to ‘Their Royal Emperor of C. 
G. Cothundarama Rayaningar and Nasuwar Oom 
Namo Narayanya’, as under:  

“This is the Authorised Power-of-Utterny (sic) from the 
British Ireland and with India, left under your 
possession to carry into the favourable consideration, 
and we are all bound to obey with your 
commandment.
                                                                                                    
We beg to remain,
                                                                                         
Yours humblest faithful servants,                      
ALEXANDRINA VICTORIA QUEEN AND SONS”

The Court was not the least impressed with the 
power-of-attorney and ignoring it, ordered for keeping 
the accused under medical observation and 
adjourned the case. Mr. Naidu spent a couple of 
months in the healthy atmosphere of the State 
Sanatorium with considerable improvement in his 
health and mental state. In fact, he became so well 
that when his case came up for hearing again, he very 
successfully defended himself with the arguments so 
ably presented that he was finally acquitted as being 
of unsound mind when he committed the offence.

A cover (Fig. 3) used with such phantom stamp was 
illustrated on the Cover Page of the India’s Stamp 
Journal, October 1951 issue. It bears the post office 
‘POSTAGE DUE’ handstamp (1 anna) and a postmark 
of the ROYAPETTAH, dated 05 April 1892, with two 
additional oval markings of the Office of the 
Magistrate Court in Madras on its back and was 
perhaps submitted to the Court as an exhibit during 
his trial.
   
The ‘World Emperor’ phantom stamp has now 
become a relic of immense philatelic interest and is 
much sought after by the collectors. One such 
phantom stamp used on a small piece (lot no. 663) at 
the Robson Lowe Auction, London sale on 13 Sept. 
1983 realised £173 and almost four decades later 
another unused example (lot no. 370) at a recent 
Grosvenor Auction, London sale on 22 January 2021 
realised £ 720. 

- by Ajeet Singhee

‘The World  Emperor  Phantom  Stamp’
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Fig. 1. World Emperor Stamp.

Fig. 2. 1890 India QV ¼ anna Post Card.

Fig. 3. Cover used with the phantom stamp, with ‘POSTAGE DUE’ handstamp (1 Anna) and Royapettah (05 
April 1892) postmark & Magistrate Court Office, Madras, oval stamps on its back. (Illustrated on the Cover 

Page of the India’s Stamp Journal, Oct. 1951 issue)

References:
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            (pp. 190-191).
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Awards Committee Chairman’s Report

PCI Awards 2021

The need for recognizing and felicitating members was strongly felt. It was therefore decided to constitute a 
Committee titled “PCI Awards 2021 Committee” to set criteria, select candidates accordingly and work out the 
modalities to give effect to the same. Such initiative being unprecedented in the history of the PCI, was sought 
to be completed within the shortest possible time while honouring the maximum eligible members. The PCI 
Governing Council appointed the PCI Awards 2021 Committee and entrusted to it the work of selection to the 
Committee and also of undertaking the job of the award on getting approval of the GC.

The Committee has done a remarkable job, and put their hard work in the designing, printing and making of the 
Awards and mementoes of a very high standard and quality commensurate with the importance of the concept. 

The initiative and work undertaken has been appreciated by all concerned.

The PCI Awards 2021 Committee

Mr. Madhukar Deogawanka, Chairman
Mr. Kapil Gogri 
Mr. Rajesh Paharia

In recognition of the achievements of philatelists, under the recommendation of the above Committee, the 
Philatelic Congress of India (PCI) has for the first time, felicitated about 100 philatelists and 10 Philatelic 
Societies from all over India, with the following awards :

i. Philatelic – Ratna  for Life time achievements in philately
ii. Fellowship   For valuable contribution in the field of philately
iii. Appreciation   For supporting philately & PCI
iv. Appreciation (Institutions)   For participating and supporting philatelic activities

The PCI Awards Committee 2021 announced the results under the aforesaid categories. A List of Awardees is 
attached hereto and also published on the PCI website www.philateliccongreeosindia.com

In view of the current pandemic restrictions, the awards were presented on a Virtual function on 9th October, 
2021 at 1730 Hrs. (IST).
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The virtual function was attended by Mr Bernard Beston, President FIP, Mr. PrakobChirakiti, President FIAP, and 
Mrs. Damyanti Pittie, President, PCI along with Governing Council Members of PCI and members of the Press.

It was also thought desirable to make the senior citizens happy by presenting their awards and memento at their 
residence. Two award certificates have been presented in person, at Kolkata recently.

With this success it has further then planned that wherever possible members at each region may be requested 
to present the award to the awardees from their region, to give a personal touch to the same and enhance the 
glory of the award.

Hence the awards and certificates are being dispatched in one batch to the awardees of a particular region, 
wherever members are willing to distribute the same. For the rest, the Certificates and Awards are being sent 
individually.

Photographs of Kolkata events –

Felicitation of Mr. Rameshwar Das Binani
at the hands of Mr. Madhukar Deogawanka

Mr. Rajesh Kumar Bagri & Mr. Madhukar Deogawanka presented the
Certificate of Appreciation to Mr. Prashant Arora at his house at Kolkata.
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PCI Awards 2021- Message From FIP & FIAP President

My congratulations to the Philatelic Congress of India (PCI) on the launch 
of the PCI Youth Academy.

It is so vitally important that we educate and enthuse new collectors and 
exhibitors, so that our great hobby will not only survive, but prosper!

My establishment of the FIP Jury Academy had the same ethos as your 
proposed Youth Academy. albeit in a different mode. 

India has always been at the forefront of philatelic development in Asia. 
Again, the Philatelic Congress, by its endeavours, is supporting the hobby 
and rewarding the efforts and contributions of those who serve.

This new strategy is a continuing of your important leadership role in the 
continuing development of philately.

I congratulate the recipients of the PCI Awards 2021 in Mumbai and 
Bengaluru. Karnataka. I hope this achievement will spur them on to even 
greater achievements.

I wish the PCI Youth Academy every success.

I take this opportunity to wish you all a joyous Christmas and especially a 
safe and prosperous New Year.

 Warm Regards,
 Bernie Beston
 FIP President

Bernie Beston
President FIP

I am delighted to learn that the Philatelic Congress of India (PCI) will be 
holding a virtual function of “PCI Awards 2021” on 9 October 2021 being 
the first time felicitating four different kinds of awards to the selected 
philatelists in recognition of their achievements.
 
I am honour to be invited to join the function and may I take this 
opportunity to extend my heartiest congratulations to the awardees for 
their outstanding achievements.

Prakob Chirakiti
President FIAP
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At an impressive function at the Conference Hall of Mumbai GPO, the awardees from Maharashtra Circle were 
presented with the Certificate of Appreciation, Fellow and Philatelic Ratna Awards by Shri Harish Agrawal, Chief 
Postmaster General, Maharashtra Circle and Smt Swati Pandey, Post Master General, Mumbai Region.

The event witnessed the presence of the highest number of Awardees from Maharashtra Circle alone. The 
Ratna  Awardees were also presented with a glossy golden plaque citation and a lapel pin. The concept of PCI 
Awards was highly appreciated by Smt Pandey. The programme started with an impressive start up and 
welcome address by Rajesh Kumar Bagri, Hon. Secretary General - PCI stating the message of harmony and 
unity behind the PCI Awards 2021. He quoted ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’, the world is one family from the 
Vedas.
He remarked - "that the triveni confluence can be seen here with 3 Ratna Awardees out of 6 Ratna Awardees in 
total, it is indeed a historical moment for Philately and PCI.

Smt. Damyanti Pittie, President PCI, Shri Sunder Bahirwani, President Elect PCI and Shri Vispi Dastur, Past 
President PCI, graced the occasion and took active part in the deliberations, while accepting the Ratna Awards.
"Respect, honour and recognition of members by any organization is the best way forward, before we seek 
recognition by others" said Smt Pandey.

Mr. Agarwal appreciated the efforts put in by PCI and the nationwide Award programme launched. For the first 
time, both the officers were felicitated by PCI and a Certificate of Appreciation issued to them. The event 
witnessed joy and happiness amongst all present.

It was a great success and received appreciation from all quarters. The high quality of Certificates, Awards and 
citation plaque was appreciated by all. The effort put in for producing these articles was visible. Announcements 
were made by Mr Kapil Gogri and Mr. Pratisad Neurgaonkar; photographs and assistance by Mrs Plalak Gogri.
The programme was well organised and conducted seamlessly in a pre planned manner and sequenced seating 
arrangement. Mr Bagri informed that with the success of this pilot programme, PCI will launch similar 
programmes throughout the country to cover the majority of nearly 100 awardees selected from all over india for 
the first time. The idea was lauded by senior members present. The programme ended with a vote of thanks 
proposed by Kapil Gogri.

Philatelic Ratna Awards Felicitation at the hands of Shri Harish Agrawal, Chief Postmaster General, Maharashtra Circle

Felicitation of Mr. Sunder Bahirwani Felicitation of Smt. Damayanti Pittie Felicitation of Mr. Vispi Shapur Dastur

PCI Awards 2021- Physical Presentations
Mumbai

30th October, 2021 at 4 PM, CPMG Office, Mumbai, Maharashtra Circle
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At a physical function organized at the Office of Chief Post Master General, Rajasthan Circle as continual part 
of physical presentations, Certificate of Appreciation were presented to Mr. J M Dhor and Philatelic Society 
of Rajasthan amongst senior philatelists from Jaipur, Rajasthan. On the occasion Col. Sushil Kumar, CPMG 
Rajasthan and Mr. B L Sonal, DPS HQ were felicitated by Mr Rajesh Kumar Bagri, Hon. Secretary General 
and Mr. Rajesh Paharia, Secretary – PCI by presenting a Certificate of Appreciation. On the occasion Mr 
Paharia addressed the gathering and emphasized about the nationwide award functions being carried out. 
All present appreciated the initiative.

PCI Awards 2021- Physical Presentations
Jaipur

8th December, 2021 at 11 AM, CPMG Office, Jaipur, Rajasthan Circle

Felicitation of Col. Sushil Kumar CPMG Rahjasthan at the hands of Shri Rajesh Kumar Bagri Sec. Gen. PCI
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PCI Awards 2021- Physical Presentations
Bengaluru

A physical and virtual function was organized at the Office of Chief Post Master General, Karnataka Circle. 
The programme was organised in Conference Room with facilities to live telecast the physical proceedings 
and merge with the virtual platform on ZOOM. The physical programme was attended by the senior 
philatelists and Office bearers of Karnataka Philatelic Society (KPS). Awardees from Karnataka Circle were 
presented with Certificates and mementos by Smt. Sharda Sampath, CPMG. The function on virtual front 
was well attended by President PCI, President FIAP, President FIP, Governing Council members of PCI and 
philatelists from all over India.

Smt Sharda Sampath, CPMG, Karnataka and Mr L K Dash, PMG, Bengaluru were felicitated and each of 
them presented with a Certificate of Appreciation by senior philatelists, on behalf of PCI President, Smt 
Damyanti Pittie.

“PCI Youth Academy”, Youth Chapter of PCI was formally launched by Smt. Sharda Sampath, CPMG. Mr 
Rajesh Kumar Bagri, Hon. Secretary General, PCI gave a brief about the activities envisaged under the Youth 
Chapter, which will be mostly on hybrid virtual and physical platform. He further enumerated that the 
Department of Post, Govt. of India has also announced post card writing by 75 lakh (7.5 million) students. 
Further PCI Academy expects to register over  One Million Youth and children under various programmes, 
quizzes and digital interactive mediums.

The concept of Youth Academy was appreciated by Smt. Sampath, and others present. Messages of 
appreciation have been received from Mr. Prakob Chirakiti, FIAP President and Mr. Bernard Beston, FIP 
President and were also read out.

The function ended with a Vote of thanks by Mr. Kapil Gogri.

16th December, 2021 at 3 PM, Circle Office Bengaluru, Karnataka Circle

Felicitation of Smt. Sharda Sampath, CPMG Karnataka
at the hands of Senior Phelatelist Smt. N. Sridevi

Group of PCI 2021 Awardees with 
Smt. Sharda Sampath, CPMG Karnataka
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Philatelic Ratna Awards

Shri Sunder Bahirwani
9  Won FIP Gold Medal in Traditional Class

9  FIP & FIAP Accredited International Jury for the Traditional & Youth Classes.

9  Member of the Philatelic Advisory Committee, Govt. of India

9  The President-Elect, Philatelic Congress of India

Shri Ashok Kumar Bayanwala
9  Won several National & International Awards for his many Exhibits

9  Regarded as a Pioneer of Modern Postal History of India

9  Honoured in 1993, 2016, 2017 with Roake Trophy

9  Authored many Articles and three books

9  Accredited National Jury

Shri Vispi Shapur Dastur
9  Won several National and International Awards

9  Founder Member & Past President, Philatelic Congress of India

9  Served as a member of Philatelic Advisory Committee

9  Specialised in India Used Abroad & Early India cancellations

9  Authored many articles and two books

9  Honoured with the Roake Trophy

9  FIP & FIAP accredited Jury
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Philatelic Ratna Awards

Smt. Damayanti Pittie 
9  Won the Grand Prix National Award at the FIAP Indipex-Asiana 2000 

     Exhibition, Kolkata

9  Secured Three Large Gold Medals at the FIP World Exhibitions with    

     Special Prizes 

9  FIP & FIAP Accredited International Jury

9  Hon. President, Philatelic Congress of India.

9  Actively involved with many social & charitable activities.

Shri Sahadeva Sahoo
9 Started collecting since 1953.

9 Won many National and International awards.

9 Authored “A Guide to Stamp Collecting”; “Postal History of Orissa (1803-73)”, 

    “Bamra-Postal & Fiscal History” and a host of philatelic articles and books for   

     the young, and published-edited monthly “Stamps & Stamps”

9 Accredited jury at National & FIAP level.

9 Hon. Chief editor of “Signet”, mouthpiece of Philatelic Congress of India

9 Served as National Commissioner past President (Hon.), Philatelic Congress    

    of India has authored a number of books & won many literary awards.

Shri Ajeet Raj Singhee
9  The First International Grand Prix D’Honneur Award for a Postal Stationery  

     Exhibit at the FIAP Indipex-Asiana 2000 Exhibition, Kolkata

9  Secured Four Large Gold Medals at the FIP World Exhibitions with Special  

     Prizes 

9  FIP & FIAP Accredited International Jury Team Leader and Jury Fellow

9  Hon. Immediate Past President, Philatelic Congress of India  
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Fellowships

Mr. Rameshwar Das BinaniMr. Purshottam G Bhargave Mr. K Chaitanya DevMr. Kishore S Chandak

Prof V K GuptaCol. Jayanta Dutta (Retd.)Mr. Anil Kumar Dhir Dr. Punit Suresh Dixit

Mr. Suketu S JhaveriMr. Sandeep JaiswalMr. Manik Jain Mr. Pradip Jain

Mr. Madhukar Jhingan Mr. Mainak Kathiara Mr. Surendra A KotadiaMr. Piyush Khaitan
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Fellowships

Mr. Ashish Talwar Mr. Rajesh Kumar Verma

Signet Adver�sement Tariff  
Description Size Rate 

Full Page 240 x 178 mm 10000/- 
Quarter Page 87 x 119 mm 3500/- 

Half Page 119 x 178 mm 6000/- 
Single Box 58 x 39 mm 1000/- 

Horizontal Pair 118 x 39 mm 2000/- 
Vertical Pair 58 x 79 mm 2000/- 

Description Size Rate 
Block of 4 118 x 79 mm 4000/- 
Strip of 3 177 x 39 mm 3000/- 

Back Cover 260 x 196 mm 20000/- 
Inside Front Cover Page 260 x 185 mm 16000/- 
Inside Back Cover Page 260 x 185 mm 15000/- 

 

Mr. G Anil Kumar Reddy Mr. Anil SuriMr. R K Sarawagi

Mr. Prashant H PandyaMr. Pratisad Vijay NeurgaonkarMr. Ajay Kumar Mittal Mr. MS Ramu
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Appreciations

Mr. Prashant Arora

Mr. Markand Dave

Mr. Rahul Ganguly 

Mr. Sudhir Jain

Mr. G. Amarchand

Mr. Dipakbhai Dave

Dr. (Mrs.) Anjali Dutta

Mr. Binod Kumar Jain

Mr. Nand Kishore Agarwal Mr. Pradeep Kumar Agarwal

Mr. C. G. Bhaskar

Mr Aditya Desai

Mrs. Palak Gogri

Mrs. Ayman Jetpurwala

Mr. Prakash Agarwal

Mr. Abhishek Bhuwalka

Mr. Valmick K. Desai

Mr. Louis Goes 

Mr. Rajesh Jhunjhunwala

Mr. Naresh Agrawal

Mr. Ajit Kumar Dash

Mr. J. M. Dhor

Mr. Rakesh Kumar Gupta

Mr. Vishwanath Jhunjhunwala

Mr. Shakil Ahmed
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Mr. Mani Muthu Krishnan Mr. Mukesh Kumar Malhotra Mr. Jagannath Mani Mr. Sushil MehraMr. Prem Ratan Maru

Dr. K. S. Mohan Mrs. Meena Mutha Mrs. Sridevi N Mr. B. K. Nagpal Mr. P. Mohanachandran Nair

Mr. Mahesh Parekh Mr. Prathmesh PatelMr. Naveein O. C. Mr. Shital Pradhan Mr. Sunil Ranasaria

Mr. Shanti Swarup Rath Mr. Ajit Kumar Raut Sardar Paramjeet Singh Mr. Aditya Singhania Mr. Kaizad Farokh Todywalla

Mr. Dinesh KanabarMr. Sunil JoshiMr. Pragya Kothari Jain
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Major Dr. Ritu KalraMrs. Jeevan Jyoti

Appreciations
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Appreciation Philatelic Societies

Baroda Philatelic Society Eastern India Philatelists’ Association Gujarat Philatelists’ Association

Philatelic Society of Rajasthan South India Philatelist’ Association

International Collectors’ Society
of Rare Items, Pune

The Karnataka Philatelic Society Kheda District 
Philatelic Association

Orissa Philatelic Association Philatelic Society of India



“PCI Youth Academy” is the newly launched Youth Chapter of PCI.

Programmes proposed to be started under the Chapter are:

• e-Newsletter for the Youth

• Online and Offline Introductory classes of philately

 o Comic Strip
 o Interactive AI mediums
 o PPT presentation

• Online competitive events :

 o Imitating stamp design
 o Add a Caption
 o Identification quizzes

• Advance Stage

 o Understanding collecting Classes
 o How to make up an exhibit for competition
 o Contact Clubs & Zoom Meetings

• Youth competitive philatelic events :

 o Inter-school competitive exhibitions
 o Regional / Inter-State exhibitions
 o National Youth Exhibitions

 The PCI Youth programmes are proposed to be launched mostly in online/virtual mode, in 
widespread manner across the country. PCI Members, who are tech savvy, who would like to devote 
time and be associated as a Volunteer with the PCI Youth Chapter, may please send an email to:
“PCI Youth Academy’ Philatelic Congress of India: pci.youth.academy@gmail.com indicating the 
‘subject’ head as “Volunteer for PCI Youth Academy” before - 31st January 2022.

PCI Youth Academy
Youth Chapter of

Philatelic Congress of India
www.philateliccongressofindia.com

PHILATELIC CONGRESS OF INDIA
The National Philatelic Federation
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